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Disclaimer
The following applies to this document, the oral presentation of the information in this document by Cargotec Corporation (the “Company” or “Cargotec”) or any person on behalf of the Company, and any question-and-answer session 
that follows the oral presentation (collectively, the “Information”). In accessing the Information, you agree to be bound by the following limitations.

This presentation is for information purposes only. This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for 
any securities of Cargotec or Kalmar Corporation (“Kalmar”), a company to be incorporated in connection with the contemplated demerger of Cargotec (the “Demerger”), in any jurisdiction.

The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (“US Securities Act”), or any U.S. state securities laws, and may not be offered or sold in the United States, unless such 
securities are registered under the US Securities Act, or pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements under the US Securities Act and applicable state or local securities laws. The Kalmar 
shares have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securities commission or any other regulatory authority in the United States, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed 
comment upon, or endorsed the merit of, the Demerger or the accuracy or the adequacy of the information contained in this presentation. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense under U.S. law.

This presentation does not constitute a notice to convene a general meeting of shareholders, nor does it constitute a demerger and listing prospectus. No part of this presentation, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of, 
or be relied on in connection with, any contract or decision whatsoever. Any decision with respect to the contemplated Demerger should be made solely on the basis of information contained in the notice to the general meeting of 
shareholders, as applicable, and the demerger and listing prospectus as well as on an independent assessment of the information contained therein. Investors are directed to consult the demerger and listing prospectus for more 
comprehensive information on Cargotec, Kalmar, their respective shares and the contemplated Demerger. You should read carefully the section captioned “Risk Factors” in the demerger and listing prospectus for a more complete 
discussion of the risks relating to the Demerger.

This presentation includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the US Securities Act and Section 21E of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and are based on present plans, estimates, projections and 
expectations and are not guarantees of future performance. These forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties and assumptions, including risks relating to the contemplated Demerger and its completion. 
These forward-looking statements reflect knowledge and information available at, and speak only as of, the date they are made, which, even though they seem to be reasonable at present, may turn out to be incorrect. Except as required 
by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of 
unanticipated events. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements.

The information contained in this presentation is provided as of the date of this presentation (or at a different date as indicated herein) and is subject to change without notice. Cargotec is under no obligation to update or keep current 
the information contained in this presentation.

This presentation includes certain performance measures which, in accordance with the “Alternative Performance Measures” guidance issued by the European Securities and Markets Authority, are not accounting measures defined or 
specified in IFRS accounting standards, and therefore are considered as alternative performance measures. Alternative performance measures should not be viewed in isolation or as a substitute to the financial measures under IFRS 
accounting standards. All companies do not calculate alternative performance measures in a uniform way, and therefore, the alternative performance measures presented herein may not be comparable with similarly named measures 
presented by other companies.
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Commercial Excellence

Customer engagement 
Value-selling tools 
Data-driven

Manufacturing Excellence

Faster 
Flexible 
Efficient

Sourcing Excellence

Supplier collaboration 
Leveraged spend 
Design to cost

1.5% 
OF SALES

Productivity gain 
per year for 

investments and 
profitability 

improvement

DECENTRALISED 
OPERATING MODEL

Tail Lifts profitability 
transformation

Driving best in class 
customer service

Truck Mounted Forklifts 
transformation 

Outstanding E2E Sales 
realisation & cycle time 

reduction

Case examples

Productivity gains unlocked through decentralised business model 
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Improved Customer experience through a 
combination of integrated data analytics, 
competences and best practice sharing.

Value Selling

― Customer requirements translated to the product development
― Offering enabling customers to win more business
― Pricing aligned with customer value - add

Organisation

― Global rollout of common sales playbook
― Sales and product value training for 70% of the team
― Best practice sharing through regular sales cadence

Tools & Data

― Data-driven tools enabling margin improvement
― Customer and market insights by segment & geography
― Use of systems and analytic for higher conversion and win ratio

Process

ORGANISATION

Value 
Selling

Tools & 
Data

Commercial Excellence driving value for customers and sales efficiency
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Focus on Sourcing Excellence to address 70% of COGS

Post-Covid Recovery
2021–2023

Current Strategic Priorities
2024–2026

Our ambition
2027–2028

Supply chain disturbances mitigation Balanced scorecard - improved Quality 
Delivery Cost

E2E supply flexibility and integration

Cost inflation control Design to cost programs Significant product cost reductions through 
product rationalisation

Segmentation of costs and suppliers for 
strategy differentiation

Supplier development unlocking technology 
and sustainability benefits

Supplier ecosystem as source of innovation 
and value

From capacity assurance…. ….to a true growth enabler 
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Faster More flexible More efficient

BEST-IN-CLASS
Order Fulfillment Time

50% UPSIDE
In Manufacturing flexibility within 3-6 months

PRODUCTION COST
Improvements

Optimised Processes

―   Automated order handling
―   Data-driven material planning
―   Data transparency across production chain
―   Process integration

Lean Factory Model

― Common performance management 
across all sites

―   Volume and price mix flexibility across sites
―   Lower footprint complexity
―   Lean manufacturing

Continuous Cost Improvement

―   Competence build-up
―   Accountability at the site-level
―   Systematic cost outs

Delivering value for customers through Manufacturing Excellence
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Creating profitable growth for the Tail Lifts division

IMPROVEMENT AREAS CHANGE DRIVERS
Commercial focus ―   Product mix management

―   Lead time reduction and flexibility
― Innovation and co-creation with the 

key accounts

Product efficiencies ― SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) rationalisation
―   Manufacturing outsourcing
―   Design to cost

Organisation and accountability ―   Employee First culture
― Excellent collaboration; Operations, 

Sales and Product Management

RESULTS ‘23 V ‘22

Sales grew by over 40% and gross margin 
improved by 980 Bps

Enabled customers to win new business

Best Performing Supplier Award from 
Penske and Morgan
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Successfully solving supply chain challenges in Truck Mounted Forklifts

Supply chain planning ―   Optimal capacity utilisation
―   Supplier management
―   Lead time reduction

Lean Six Sigma implementation ―   Value Stream Mapping
― New factory lay-out
― Cycle-times reduced, waste 

elimination, improved quality

Product efficiencies ―   Supply chain nearshoring
―   Design to Cost
―   Product standardisation

Sales grew by over 70%

Lead time improvement from 60 to 15 weeks 

Productivity improvement by over 20% 

IMPROVEMENT AREAS CHANGE DRIVERS RESULTS ‘23 V ‘22
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1 Scalable business model built on accountability and transparency

2 Business excellence drives productivity gains annually of 1.5% of sales 

3 Repeatable success stories of amplifying operational efficiency

Summary
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For questions, please contact:

Aki Vesikallio
Head of Investor Relations 
ir@hiab.com

hiab.com

BUILT TO PERFORM
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